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Abstract 

Microblog matrix is an important strategy for socialized marketing. It builds various 

sub-Microblogs in accordance with the requirements of different orientations including 

products, brands, functions, etc., and covers various user groups through different IDs. 

Compared with traditional studies, the study concentrates on the micromatrix structure, 

and probes into the influence of synergetic effect between micromatrix members on 

enterprise Microblog information dissemination. From three angles including the deep, 

scale and speed of information diffusion, it puts forward the quantitative model and 

algorithm to evaluate enterprise Microblog matrix marketing effectiveness, and conducts 

empirical research through a large sample data of Sina Microblog. The empirical result 

shows that the model can effectively evaluate marketing effectiveness of micromatrix 

enterprise Microblog. The study finds out enterprises can change their internal structure 

by means of micromatrix, cover more people and enlarge the effect of information 

dissemination;  
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1. Introduction  

In recent years, the development speed of Microblogs is astonishing. Sina Microblog is 

the largest Microblog social platform in China; till March 2013, registered users of Sina 

Microblog has exceeded 536 million [1]. Compared with traditional media, Microblogs 

provide equal and open platform for the participation of the masses, which gives it strong 

mass communicability, so more and more enterprises take Microblogs as their new 

marketing front. In the U.S., various famous enterprises have registered in Twitter, 

implemented Internet marketing and obtained good effects [2]. In China, up to June 2012, 

the number of verified enterprise IDs in Sina Microblog has exceeded 130,000 [3]. 

Though more and more enterprises begin to realize the importance of Microblog 

marketing, in fact, more official Microblogs of enterprises don’t know how to conduct 

marketing with their Microblog. Therefore, to explore the information dissemination law 

and analyze the enterprise Microblog marketing effect is significant for improving 

enterprise Microblog operation. 

 

2. Literature Review 

2.1. Studies on Enterprise Microblog Marketing  

The study results of Microblog marketing include two aspects: one discusses 

Microblog marketing patterns and strategies, value prospect, etc., in qualitative 

perspective (Shel Israel, 2009 [4]; Joel Colnl, 2011 [5]); the other studies the 
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theoretical model that Microblog marketing influences the consumer behavior 

(Cheung, Lee & Rabjohn, 2008). 

In regard to quantitative study, scholars start with micro models including information 

dissemination model, etc., and analyze how to realize the maximization of information 

diffusion effect: The study has verified that influence nodes and common nodes have 

differential functions in information diffusion, and the former can generate larger 

information cascades more frequently (Watts and Dodds, 2007 [6]). In the respect of 

information quality evaluation, scholars have put forward various information quality 

prediction and sort algorithms in view of text content, user characteristics [7], context 

information [8], non-textual characteristics [9], etc. 

In short, besides improving their own information quality, the key difficulty of 

enterprise Microblog marketing is how to gather the investment in the most influential 

key point, form effect return and provide quantitative reference information for the 

formulation of marketing strategies. It involves the evaluation on the key nodes in the 

complex social network. 

2.2. Evaluation on Key Nodes in Complex Social Networks 

The essence of the study is evaluation of the contributed value of enterprise Microblog 

matrix members for Microblog dissemination. The study on evaluating the importance of 

network nodes mainly includes three methods of social network analysis, system science 

analysis and information search field analysis.  

As to the social network analysis method, “importance is equivalent to significance”, 

and the method mainly involves judging the core degree of nodes through the structure 

centrality of nodes in the social network, including degree centrality [10], betweenness 

centrality (betweenness) [11] and distance centrality [12]. The system science analysis 

method stresses that “importance is equivalent to the destructive effect on network caused 

by removal of the nodes (set)”. It aims at finding out the key nodes to maintain the 

robustness of complex network, mainly including node removal method [13] and node 

contraction method [14]; in other words, the changes in network connectivity after the 

removal of some nodes in the network are explored so as to find the key nodes. Finally, in 

regard to the information search field analysis method, PageRank [15] and HITS [16] 

algorithms are mainly used for evaluating the value of web page links, and the core idea is 

that the influence of the neighboring nodes of one certain node is taken into account so as 

to judge the influence of the node. K-Shell algorithm [17] iteratively makes layers for the 

vertices in the network; the higher layer the vertex is in, the more important and 

influential it is.  

In this article, because the network connectivity is not taken into consideration, system 

science analysis method is used for reference, and the value of a node is judged through 

building of the dissemination tree model of Microblog forwarding and measurement of 

the influence of node removal on the overall dissemination effect.  

In a word, the existing Microblog marketing studies mainly concentrate on qualitative 

description, and quantitative analysis is not enough. Moreover, the studies on Microblog 

dissemination characteristics take enterprise Microblog as a single node to study, and 

never consider the special forms of its micromatrix and the possibility that the synergetic 

effect of micromatrix internal members may promote the dissemination capacity. Since 

the micromatrix concept is a fresh one, currently only a few people study its mechanism 

of action and value. 

 

3. Value Evaluation Model for Microblog Matrix Members 

3.1. Study Object: Micromatrix 

Micromatrix (i.e., Microblog matrix) refers to setting up the branches with different 

functions and purposes under an official Microblog account to realize the communication 
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with people at all levels and shape the image of the official Microblog in an all-round 

way. It is creating the Microblog branches to meet different demands ostensibly, but, in 

essence, it is intended to cover all groups of followers accurately and effectively. The 

dissemination process of enterprise Microblog can be divided into two parts through 

micromatrix. As shown below, internal nodes are the members of enterprise micromatrix 

and external ones are the users covered by enterprises’ branches. The study focuses on the 

function of Microblog dissemination with micromatrix as entry point, which provides the 

practical application value for enterprises and a new perspective for theoretical study of 

social network communication. 

 

Figure 1. Diagram of Two Regions in the Process of Microblog 
Dissemination 

3.2. Study Method: Tree Model for Microblog Information Dissemination 

Every Microblog posting has its ID for identification in the database system, so if the 

original Microblog posting and its forwarding at all levels are acquired through layers, the 

path of its dissemination will be learned. 

 

Figure 2. Tree Model of the Dissemination of a Microblog Posting 

For a Microblog posting with hundreds of thousands of forwardings, the dissemination 

tree is very complex, but the nodes that bring a new round of upsurge in forwarding can 

be found easily from a macro view, which is called “information cascade”. 

The study is to search for the enterprise micromatrix member that causes the 

“information cascade” of forwarding, and assess the value of every micromatrix member 

in terms of causing the “information cascade”. 

3.3. Assessment of Microblog Dissemination Effect 

Before the establishment of the model, the assessment method of Microblog marketing 

effect shall be determined. The key of enterprise Microblog marketing is to have an 

effective information impact on the consumers, so here the optimization of marketing 

effect can be quantified to the maximization of information dissemination effect. 

The indicators of diffusion range (number of acceptors) and the time for reaching the 

specific range of diffusion are important for scholars at home and abroad to quantify the 

effect of social network information dissemination (jiang&Scott,2009 [18]). Will and 
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Stuart (2011) [19] add the measurement of dissemination depth based on this. In line with 

the viewpoints of former scholars, the direct elements of information diffusion – deep, 

scale and speed, are also adopted to assess the effect. 

The Three Elements are defined as Follows 

Deep refers to the level of the biggest forwarding layer in the tree of Microblog 

information dissemination. 

Scale refers to the accumulated forwardings. 

Speed refers to the time interval between Microblog posting and forwarding. To study 

the whole dynamic process of a information dissemination tree from emerging (root node 

release) to reaching the maximum dissemination range in an all-round way, the whole 

diffusion period is divided here and the time intervals from posting to reaching the 10% of 

the total forwarding, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70%, 80% and 90% are counted. 

3.4. Establishment of Evaluation Model: Model of Dissemination Effect of 

Micromatrix 

3.4.1. Evaluation Model for Dissemination Value of One-dimensional Micromatrix: Most 

of micromatrixes are hierarchical – that is taking the primary account as the core and 

branches as the ancillary tool to conduct the marketing activities, shown as below. 

 

Figure 3. Structure Diagram of Hierarchical Enterprise Micromatrix 

In the evaluation model for dissemination value of one-dimensional micromatrix, the 

supporting function of the members in the micromatrix for the primary account (core 

Microblog) shall be firstly considered, which is to assess the contributions of the branches 

to the primary account in information dissemination in terms of deep, scale and speed. 
 

The Following Evaluating Algorithms are used (Only the Theory is Explained) 

(1).To collect the original Microblog postings of A enterprise in a year and calculate the 

deep, scale and speed of every forwarding; 

(2). To calculate the average of deep, scale and speed of all forwardings; 

(3) To establish the tree model of dissemination with the master-slave nodes according to 

the order and origin of every forwarding; 

(4). For i = 1 to n //n is the number of micromatrix members x; 

(5).To take the ith member of A enterprise’s micromatrix as Mi; 

(6). To find all forwarding paths (branches) from Mi in the data sheet of forwarding and 

then delete them; 

(7). To measure the deep, scale and speed of every Microblog posting again after the 

deletion; 

(8). To calculate the changes in averages of deep, scale and speed of all Microblog 

postings; 
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(9)  To calculate the contribution rate of deep, scale and speed for every micromatrix 

member; 

(10). To evaluate the members in a circle with i=i+1//; 

(11). To collect the dissemination contributions of the members in the micromatrixes for 

subsequent analysis. 

Finally, every member’s average contribution to the dissemination of primary 

account in terms of deep, scale and speed can be obtained, and contribution rate of 

dissemination of every member can be measured by the three dimensions. 

%100
deep Original

pruning after and before deep of Change
deep of rate onContributi 

 
%100

scale Original

pruning after and before scale of Change
scale of rate onContributi 

 
%100

speed Original

pruning after and before speed of Change
speed of rate onContributi 

 

 

3.4.2. Evaluation Model for Synergetic Dissemination Effect of N-dimensional 

Micromatrix: The one-dimensional model built in previous links is used to evaluate the 

unidirectional assistant contributions of various micromatrix members in the 

dissemination of main Microblog information.   

However, the truth is that the Microblogs of micromatrix are disseminated through 

mutual help and promotion (as shown in the following Figure). Thus, a contribution 

evaluation matrix where micromatrix members jointly promote the dissemination can be 

obtained.      

 

Figure 4. Structure Diagram of Synergetic Enterprise Micromatrix 

Expand the evaluation model of one-dimensional dissemination effect in previous links 

without changing the basic structure of algorithm, choose one of the micromatrix members 

(such as accout B), and delete all dissemination branches with B as the root node in various 

dissemination trees, then through the change of deep, scale, speed, we can know the 

contribution of  B for other nodes. Finally, the mutual communication & contribution 

matrix of N-dimensional micromatrix is acquired and it is still measured through the three 

dimensionalities of deep, scale and speed. In result matrix, the diagonal symbolizes the 

self-forwarding diffusion coefficient of enterprise Microblog and the rest part is the 

diffusion influence coefficient between two members of micromatrix. 

 

4. Empirical Research on Micromatrix Members’ Value 

4.1. Sample Selection & Collection  

In January 2013, Sina Microblog issued the 2012 Annual Ranking List of Powerful 

Enterprise Microblogs on which one hundred most powerful enterprise Microblogs in 

2012 were selected. The empirical research indicates that most famous enterprises 

Microblogs on the Ranking List adopt the micromatrix marketing strategy and have 
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typical characteristics. Thus, this article chooses “Xiaomi” and “360 Safe Guard” as well 

as the micromatrix members as the objects of contrastive research. On the one hand, the 

Microblog marketing performance of Xiaomi is extremely outstanding and its influence 

ranks the second place. On the other hand, the “360 Safe Guard” and “Xiaomi” are two 

famous enterprises in the same field and both adopt the micromatrix marketing strategy, 

thus possessing high research value.  

4.1.1. Data Acquisition of Evaluation Model of One-dimensional Micromatrix 

Communication Value: Acquire the main Microblog accounts of Micromatrix: 

“@Xiaomi” and “@360 Safe Guard” and the micromatrix member list,and the 

micromatrix member list is as follows:  

Xiaomi company Micromatrix member Qihoo 360 company Micromatrix member 

@XiaoMi Company @ 360 Safe Guard 

@Mi Phone @ 360 Special Phones 

@Mi Chat @ 360 Secure WebBrowser 

@Mi Box @ 360 Phone Assistant 

@MI ROM @ 360 Antivirus 

@Mi Bar @ 360 Secure Desktop 

@Mi Community @ 360 Phone Antivirus 

@Mi Market @ 360 Search Engine 

@Mi recruiting …..And Other 11 sub accounts. 

Total: 9 Total: 20 

Figure 9. Micromatrix Member List of Xiaomi and Qihoo 360 

681 original Microblog postings of two main Microblogs in 2012 are acquired through 

software finder. And Microblog postings with over 5,000 forwarding times are selected to 

acquire the representative information. 42 Microblog postings are selected finally. It is 

found that the 42 Microblog postings are forwarded for 1,039,187 times, which can be 

used for follow-up data statistic analysis.       

4.1.2. Data Collection of Evaluation Model of N-dimensional Micromatrix Dissemination 

Value: Four representative members are selected from the micromatrix of “@Xiaomi” 

and “@ 360 Safe Guard” (four accounts that ranks top in Sina Microblog Influence 

Ranking List of micromatrix) and the members are as follows: 

Xiaomi company Micromatrix member Qihoo 360 company Micromatrix member 

@XiaoMi Company @ 360 Safe Guard 

@Mi Phone @ 360 Phone Assistant 

@Mi Chat @ 360 Secure Desktop 

@Mi Box @ 360 Special Phones 

Figure 10. Micromatrix Member List Extracted for Investigating Synergetic 
Effect 

3,590 original Microblog postings posted by all members on the above list in 

2012 are acquired and the forwarding times are 9,509,421. The original Microblog 

postings of micromatrix members with forwarding times ranking the top three are 

selected to acquire the representative information. 24 Microblog postings are 

selected finally. It is found that the 24 Microblog postings are forwarded for 

2,531,346 times, which can be used for data analysis. 

 

5. Result Analysis 

By analyzing the result data, the result is as follows:   
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5.1. Result of One-dimensional Micromatrix Data Processing 

Contribution rates of micromatrix members @ Xiaomi and @ 360 Safe Guard in deep 

scale and speed: 

 

Figure 12. Contribution Rates of Various Micromatrix Members in 
Dissemination of Xiaomi &360 Safe Guard Microblog 

5.1.1. Whole Statistical Result Shows: The micromatrix members @ Xiaomi efficiently 

promote the deep dissemination of their Microblog. Generally, besides the forwarding of 

Xiaomi, @ Xiaomi Phones, @ MiBox and @ MiTalk respectively rank top three in terms 

of contribution degree, and especially Xiaomi Phones makes the greatest contribution; 

their contribution rates in deep, scale and speed are: 2.93%, 16.22% and 7.99% 

respectively. In other words, 16 postings among every 100 @ original Xiaomi Microblog 

postings are forwarded by @ Xiaomi Phones. The micromatrix members @ 360 Safe 

Guard have some certain but not remarkable effects on the deep dissemination of 

Microblog. Meanwhile, it can be found that micromatrix members have hardly promoted 

the information dissemination of main Microblog.     

It signifies that micromatrix members of both parts have made different contributions. 

Xiaomi Phones is of great importance to the Microblog dissemination of Xiaomi; while 

the Microblog of 360 Safe Guard is operated in a form of micromatrix, but synergetic 

effect is not generated. This is the part founded in the micromatrix value evaluation model 

and it can be promoted in enterprise Microblog operation.     

5.1.2. From the Process of Microblog Dissemination: Further select the micromatrix 

members @ Xiaomi Phones: changes on contribution value of dissemination speed @ 

Xiaomi Phones, @ MiBox, @ MiTalk in terms of time dimension are shown in the 

following figure: 
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Figure 14.  Contribution Rates of Micromatrix Members to Xiaomi in 
Dissemination Speed on Various Stages (Negative Value Indicates that the 

Dissemination Speed will be improved without the Member) 

It can be seen from the Figure the specific contribution rate to speed @ Xiaomi Phones 

in the process of dissemination of information released by Xiaomi, especially on the 

middle stage of dissemination when the overall dissemination rate reaches up to 30%, @ 

Xiaomi Phones has greatly promoted the dissemination speed @Xiaomi Microblog. On 

the later stage with the overall dissemination rate of 70-80%, there is a new round of 

remarkable promotion. It can also be seen in the figure that another two micromatrix 

members do not show obvious promotion in dissemination speed.       

Finally, it is noteworthy that in the statistical result, forwarding of enterprise Microblog 

by themselves is likely to increase the scale (Xiaomi: 9.07%) and deep (Qihoo 360: 

3.92%) of dissemination, but it will not speed up dissemination according to the sample 

results. 

5.2. N-dimensional Micromatrix Data Processing Results: 

Through algorithm, it finally comes to the conclusion that the interaction matrix of 

various micromatrix members is as follows: 

5.2.1. Contribution Rate in Deep:  It can be seen from the data result, @Xiaomi 

provides the contribution rate in deep of 30.81% for @ MiBox Microblog dissemination, 

while @ Xiaomi Phones provides that of 11.11% for @ Xiaomi Microblog dissemination, 

very remarkable. the synergetic dissemination effect between micromatrix members of 

Qihoo 360 has no significant effect on the promotion of in-depth communication, and the 

largest contribution rate just occupies 23.61% after forwarding @ 360 Phone Assistant by 

themselves.  

5.2.2. Contribution Rate in Scale: There is obvious synergy between Xiaomi 

micromatrix members in terms of scale, especially @ Xiaomi Phones to @ Xiaomi 

(26.27%) and @ Xiaomi to @ MiBox (16.41%). there is still slight synergy between 

Qihoo 360 micromatrix members in scale. 
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5.2.3. Contribution Rate in Speed:  In terms of the dimension of average speed, there is 

no obvious synergetic effect of micromatrix, thus it is necessary to further analyze the 

influence of micromatrix members on Microblog dissemination speed at every stage of 

dissemination from the micro perspective.  
To sum up, from the three dimensions of deep, scale and speed, it can be seen that there is 

obvious mutual promotion between Xiaomi micromatrix members, especially @ Xiaomi 

Phones to @Xiaomi and @ Xiaomi to @MiBox show remarkable promotion both in deep 

and scale of dissemination, while there is slight interaction between Qihoo 360 

micromatrix members by contrast.   

From the diagonal of the matrix, namely, the evaluation on contribution of their own 

forwarding dissemination of Microblog postings, it can be obviously seen that there is 

mutual promotion both in deep and scale of dissemination, but there is little effect on 

speed, which is consistent with the results of one-dimensional micromatrix evaluation 

model. 

 

6. Summary and Outlook 

Taking the special micromatrix structure of enterprise Microblog as the entry 

point, the paper makes an evaluation on the dissemination effect of enterprise 

Microblog from three levels of deep, scale and speed through building 

dissemination tree model. 

Then through pruning algorithm and one-dimensional micromatrix evaluation model, it 

evaluates the promotion of enterprise micromatrix members for dissemination effect of its 

main Microblog information. Then it extends to evaluate the mutual promotion of 

micromatrix members through N-dimensional micromatrix evaluation model.  

Finally, it uses Microblog Finder software written by JAVA language to visit API of 

Sina Microblog and then grabs enterprise Microblog and forwarding information. 

Through large-scale empirical data and with @ Xiaomi and @360 Safe Guard as the 

sample, it verifies the practical application of the model.  

It can be seen from the verification results that the micromatrix members @ Xiaomi 

have obvious promotion for Microblog dissemination of primary account number, and 

also there is obvious mutual promotion between the micromatrix members; while for @ 

360 Safe Guard, its micromatrix members have little connection, and also have slight 

promotion for the primary account number. There is a significant difference between the 

two enterprises in term of the role of micromatrix.  

Besides, it is found in the study that the enterprise’s secondary forwarding of the 

original Microblog is likely to promote the dissemination effect of original Microblog in 

deep and scale, but not to accelerate the dissemination. The result above shows that 

enterprises can change the inner structure in the form of micromatrix and cover more 

people, so as to enhance the effect of dissemination.  

On the whole, the evaluation of model has achieved the desired result. However, only 

two companies @ Xiaomi and @ Qihoo 360 are selected in the verification sample, so 

more verification work is to be done. Furthermore, enterprise alliance is also a form of 

micromatrix in a broad sense, and its significance of co-marketing between enterprises 

needs further study. 
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